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Abstract. Most test-selection algorithms currently in use with probabilistic net-
works select variables myopically, that is, variables are selected sequentially, on
a one-by-one basis, based upon expected information gain. While myopic test se-
lection is not realistic for many medical applications, non-myopic test selection,
in which information gain would be computed for all combinations of variables,
would be too demanding. We present three new test-selectionalgorithms for prob-
abilistic networks, which all employ knowledge-based clusterings of variables;
these are a myopic algorithm, a non-myopic algorithm and a semi-myopic algo-
rithm. In a preliminary evaluation, the semi-myopic algorithm proved to generate
a satisfactory test strategy, with little computational burden.
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1 Introduction

Since over the last decades researchers have come to understand more and more of
diseases and their management, it nowadays is hard, even formedical specialists, to
keep up-to-date with medical literature and with new insights of diseases, new drugs and
new procedures. On the other hand, the costs of more sophisticated treatments, tests and
procedures are increasing. To cope with the increasing complexity of medical practice,
decision-support systems can assist physicians in their complex problem-solving tasks,
by providing support that is tailored to individual patients.

To support the entire process of a patient’s management, a decision-support system
should not only provide information about the most probablediseases or the best suit-
able therapy, it should also provide its user with information about which diagnostic
tests should be performed. These diagnostic tests then are performed to reduce the un-
certainty about a patient’s true condition. In this paper, we focus on algorithms for test
selection in view of probabilistic networks, where a probabilistic network is a concise
representation of a joint probability distribution Pr on a set of stochastic variables.

An automated test-selection facility for a decision-support system is composed of
three basic components: an information measure for capturing the uncertainty about the
overall diagnosis, an actual test-selection loop, and an associated criterion for deciding
when to stop gathering further information. In the context of a probabilistic network,
the information measure is typically defined on the probability distribution over the
main diagnostic variable. For test-selection purposes, both the Shannon entropy and the



Gini index are suitable information measures for use in a test-selection facility [5]. With
respect to the test-selection loop, most algorithms in use in practical decision-support
systems serve to select diagnostic tests so-called myopically [2]. In each iteration of
the loop, the most informative test variable is selected from among all possible test
variables to indicate the next test to perform. The user is then prompted for the value of
the selected variable. The result is entered into the probabilistic network of the system
and propagated to establish the posterior probabilities for all variables. From the set of
test variables still available, the next variable is selected. This process of selecting test
variables and propagating their results is continued untila stopping criterion is met or
until results for all test variables have been entered into the network.

We feel that the test-selection strategy that is induced by amyopic algorithm is an
oversimplification of the experts’ problem-solving strategy in many medical fields of
application. Based upon a series of interviews we had with two experts in the domain
of oesophageal cancer, we identified several aspects why myopic test selection does
not fit the daily test-selection routine of our experts. In the strategy of our experts, dif-
ferent subgoals can be identified that are addressed sequentially, such as establishing
the characteristics of the primary tumour and deciding uponthe absence or presence of
metastases. We feel that a more involved test-selection facility should be able to take
such subgoals into account. In addition, multiple test variables serve to model the re-
sults of a single physical test. It will be evident that physicians do not order stochastic
variables but physical tests. Moreover, our experts have been found to order tests in
packages to reduce the length in time of the diagnostic phaseof a patient’s manage-
ment. For the latter purpose, especially, a non-myopic test-selection algorithm would
be required in which in each step multiple tests can be selected. A fully non-myopic
algorithm is computationally very demanding and, in fact, may easily prove to be too
much demanding for practical purposes. With respect to the first consideration for non-
myopia, we observe that an algorithm that takes a fixed clustering of test variables into
account, would suffice. Such an algorithm would retain some of the idea of non-myopia,
yet stay computationally feasible.

A test-selection facility should result in a strategy in which not too many tests are
selected. Even more importantly, it should prevent the test-selection process from halt-
ing too soon. To prevent overtesting, a test-selection algorithm is typically extended
with a stopping criterion. With such a criterion the algorithm computes if performing
more diagnostic tests is necessary or that the physician cansafely stop testing.

In this paper, we address test selection in probabilistic networks. Section 2 describes
myopic test selection in general. Section 3 presents three new algorithms for test se-
lection that employ subgoals and restricted concepts of non-myopia. In Section 4 we
describe the experiments that we conducted with our new algorithms. This chapter ends
with our conclusions in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

Before presenting our new algorithms for test selection in probabilistic networks, we
briefly review the basic myopic algorithm [1, 3, 4]. This algorithm takes for its input a
setT of test variables. For its output, the algorithm sequentially prompts the user to



supply a value for a selected variableTi ∈ T . The value entered by the user then is
propagated through the probabilistic network under consideration before the next vari-
able is selected and presented to the user. The basic myopic algorithm now amounts to
the following in pseudo-code:

Myopic test selection

input:T : list of test variablesTi

Stop= false
while T 6= ∅ and Stop6= true do

compute most informativeTi ∈ T

prompt for evidence forTi and propagate
removeTi from T

computeStop
od

We assume from now on that the algorithm employs the Gini index of the probability
distribution over the disease variable. Other informationmeasures can be used, however.
The Gini index Gof the probability distribution Pr over the diagnostic variableD is
defined as

G(Pr(D)) = 1− ∑
j=1,...,m

Pr(D = d j)
2

The expected Gini indexG(Pr(D | Ti)) after performing a diagnostic testTi is defined
as the expected value of the Gini index where the expectationis taken over all possible
test results:

G(Pr(D | Ti)) = ∑
k=1,...,mi

G(Pr(D | Ti = tk
i )) ·Pr(Ti = tk

i )

The best test to perform is a test that is expected to result inthe largest decrease of
diagnostic uncertainty, that is, a test that maximisesG̃(Ti) = G(Pr(D))−G(Pr(D | Ti)).

From a computational point of view, the most expensive step in the algorithm is the
step in which the most informative test variable is selected. In this step, the Gini index
G(Pr(D | Ti)) has to be computed for each test variableTi . Straightforward computation
of all conditional probability distributions Pr(D | Ti) would require a single propagation
for each value of each test variable, which would clearly be too much demanding for
practical purposes. We note that the probability distributions Pr(D | Ti) required for this
purpose can be computed efficiently using Bayes’ rule:

Pr(D | Ti) = Pr(Ti | D) ·
Pr(D)

Pr(Ti)

The probability distributions Pr(D) and Pr(Ti) for each test variableTi are already avail-
able after the last test result had been entered and therefore do not require any further
propagations. The probability distributions Pr(Ti | D) for all test variables can be es-
tablished by propagating the various possible values for the disease variableD. The
number of propagations required to establish these distributions for all test variables
simultaneously thus equals the number of values ofD.



3 Enhanced test-selection algorithms

The test-selection strategy implied by the basic myopic algorithm seems to be an over-
simplification of the test-selection routines that are found in many medical fields of
application. From the domain of oesophageal cancer, for example, we found that they
order tests for specific subgoals. They start gathering general information about the pa-
tient and the tumour. After gathering this information, they focus on the presence or
absence of distant metastases and order tests for this specific purpose. The physicians
further order physical tests such as a CT-scan, even though the results of the scan are
modelled in the network by multiple variables such asCT-liver, CT-loco, CT-lungs, CT-
organs, andCT-truncus. Note that myopic test selection would consider these seperate
variables and select only one of these.

To arrive at a test-selection facility that fits in more closely with daily practice, we
now first enhance the basic myopic algorithm to take a sequence of different subgoals
into consideration. To this end, the algorithm is extended to take a listS of subgoalsSi

as part of its input. The algorithm now performs test selection per subgoal, that is, for
each current subgoal it focuses on the test variables that provide information about that
particular subgoal. For this purpose, the algorithm has to be provided with information
about which variables provide information about which subgoals. Since this type of in-
formation is rather easily given by domain experts, we decided to provide it as part of
the input to the algorithm. For every subgoalSi, all test variables that provide informa-
tion about that specific subgoal, are included in the subsetT (Si) of T . We would like
to note that the subsetsT (Si) do not have to be mutually disjoint: test variables may
provide information about various subgoals.

In the presence of subgoals, we further need to reconsider the stopping criterion
that is to be used by the algorithm. We recall that such a criterion is included to prevent
overtesting. The stopping criterion should now take the subgoals into consideration
as well as the overall goal. While selecting test variables for a specific subgoal, for
example, the algorithm should be allowed to move to the next subgoal when no further
information is needed with regard to the first subgoal even though there still are some
tests left for that goal. Also, if for a specific subgoal the stopping criterion indicates
that the test-selection process should continue, the algorithm should be allowed to stop
selecting tests altogether if the value of the overall goal indicates that further testing
is not necessary. We will use two separate variables in our algorithms to provide for a
stopping criterion that takes the subgoals and the overall goal into consideration.

Our first algorithm now computes the most informative test tobe performed at the
level of single test variables. The user is prompted for justthe selected test variable
and only the evidence for this variable is propagated throughout the network, before the
test-selection process is continued.

Algorithm A1: myopic test selection with subgoals

input:S : list of subgoalsSi ;
T : list of test variablesTj , organised in sublistsT (Si) per subgoalSi

Stop-subgoal(Si )=false
Stop-overall=false



while S 6= ∅ andStop-overall6=true do
select nextSi from S

removeSi from S

while T (Si) 6= ∅, Stop-subgoal(Si )6=true andStop-overall6=true do
compute most informativeTj ∈ T (Si)
prompt for evidence forTj and propagate
removeTj from T

computeStop-subgoal(Si )
computeStop-overall

od
od

The algorithm proceeds as follows. It selects the first subgoal from the listS of sub-
goals. It then selects the set of all test variables that provide information about the se-
lected subgoal. From among these test variables, it selectsthe variable that is expected
to yield the largest decrease in diagnostic uncertainty. The user then is prompted to en-
ter evidence for the selected variableTj . The entered evidence is propagated throughout
the network, resulting in the posterior probability distribution over all variables given
the entered evidence. Note that the evidence may have changed the probability distri-
butions for the main diagnostic variable and for the variable representing the subgoal
under study. The process of selecting test variables continues until the stopping criterion
for the subgoal under study or that for the overall goal has been met, or all tests for the
subgoal have been performed. When the stopping criterion for the subgoal is satisfied,
or the set of test variables has been exhausted, the algorithm selects the next subgoal.
As soon as the overall stopping criterion is satisfied, the test-selection process is halted.

Algorithm A1 is still strictly myopic in its test-selection strategy: test variables are
selected sequentially on a one-by-one basis and the next test variable is selected only
after the user has entered evidence for the previous one. We have argued above that a
myopic test-selection strategy may not be realistic for many applications in medicine.
A fully non-myopic algorithm, in which the expected Gini index given every possible
subset of test variables is established, on the other hand, may be infeasible for practi-
cal purposes. Our second algorithm now is non-myopic in nature, yet uses a predefined
clustering of the test variables. The clustering of the testvariables in the network is
given as part of the input to the algorithm. The algorithm equals

Algorithm A2: non-myopic test selection with subgoals

input:S : list of subgoalsSi ;
T : list of clustersCj of test variables, organised in sublistsT (Si) per subgoal

Stop-subgoal(Si )=false
Stop-overall=false
while S 6= ∅ andStop-overall6=true do

select nextSi from S

removeSi from S

while T (Si) 6= ∅, Stop-subgoal(Si )6=true andStop-overall6=true do
compute most informative clusterCj ∈ T (Si)
prompt for evidence for allTk ∈Cj and propagate
removeCj from T



computeStop-subgoal(Si )
computeStop-overall

od
od

We would like to note that algorithmA2 is much more computationally demanding than
algorithm A1. The increase of computation time stems from the computation of the
most informative cluster of test variables. We recall from Section 2 that the expected
Gini indexG(Pr(D | Tj)) for a single test variableTj is defined as the expected value of
the Gini index where the expectation is taken over all possible test resultstk

j :

G(Pr(D | Tj)) = ∑
k=1,...,mj

G(Pr(D | Tj = tk
j )) ·Pr(Tj = tk

j )

In algorithmA2, we need to compute the expected Gini index with respect to a cluster
Cj of test variables. To this end, the Gini indexG(Pr(D |Cj = c)) has to be computed

for each combination of valuesc = tk1
1 , . . . ,tkn

n of the test variablesT1, . . . ,Tn ∈ Cj . In
addition, the joint probability Pr(Cj = c) has to be established for each such combina-
tion. The probability distribution Pr(D |Cj = c) for a specific combination of valuesc
can be computed by a single propagation throughout the network. The computation of
all distributions Pr(D | Cj = c) now requires at most 2n propagations forn binary test
variables; note that using the concept of d-separation, this number of propagations can
often be reduced in practice. The computation of each separate probability Pr(Cj = c)

already requiresn propagations, building upon the chain rule Pr(tk1
1 , . . . ,tkn

n ) = Pr(tk1
1 |

tk
2, . . . ,t

k
n) · . . . ·Pr(tkn−1

n−1 | tkn
n ) ·Pr(tkn

n ). The computation of the entire joint distribution
Pr(Cj) thus requires at mostn ·2n propagations. The computation of the expected Gini
index with respect to clusters of test variables takes an exponential number of propa-
gations, while the computation of the expected index with respect to all variables sep-
arately takes just a constant number of propagations. We conclude that algorithmA2

rapidly becomes infeasible as the number of test variables per cluster increases.
Algorithm A2 in essence is non-myopic in its test-selection strategy. Aswe argued

above, this non-myopic algorithm might become computationally too demanding, es-
pecially if a meaningful clustering of test variables results in clusters of relatively large
size. To save computation time yet retain some of the idea of non-myopia, we designed
an algorithm that implies a semi-myopic test-selection strategy. This semi-myopic al-
gorithm equals

Algorithm A3: semi-myopic test selection with subgoals

input:S : list of subgoalsSi ;
T : list of clustersCj of test variables, organised in sublistsT (Si) per subgoal

Stop-subgoal(Si )=false
Stop-overall=false
while S 6= ∅ andStop-overall6=true do

selectSi from S

removeSi from S



while T (Si) 6= ∅, Stop-subgoal(Si ) 6= true and Stop-overall6= true do
compute most informativeTj ∈ T (Si)
prompt for evidence forTj and for allTk ∈Cm with Cm such thatTj ∈Cm,
and propagate
removeCm from T

computeStop-subgoal(Si )
computeStop-overall

od
od

The algorithm very much resembles the myopic algorithmA1 presented above. The
main difference is that algorithmA3 prompts not just for the result of the selected test
variableTj , but for the results of all test variablesTk that belong to the same cluster as
the selected variable. Entering evidence for physical tests rather than for just one test
variable seems to fit in more closely with the daily practice of the physicians, since
in daily practice they are inclined to think in terms of physical tests even though they
may be interested mainly in the value of a single variable. After performing the test,
therefore, it seems logical to enter not only the result thatis currently of interest, but all
other results obtained from the same physical test as well.

4 Test-selection Experiment

To perform a first informal evaluation and compare the performance of the three algo-
rithms for test selection described above, we conducted an experimental study in the
context of the oesophageal cancer network. From the resultsof our test-selection ex-
periments described in [5], we observed that the test-selection sequences do not differ
that much among the patient records for which we ran the experiment. This appears to
imply that specific test variables are highly informative for many patients, while other
variables provide less valuable information. Since some test variables are highly infor-
mative, the physical test they pertain to is likely to be quite informative as well. We
thus do not expect large differences in the test-selection sequences resulting from the
three different algorithms. Note that the three algorithmsmay in general behave rather
differently. Using the oesophageal cancer network we compared the sequences of test
variables selected by the different algorithms using a specific second stopping crite-
rion. We briefly evaluated the overall test-selection strategy implied by the myopic and
semi-myopic algorithms with our two domain experts. The semi-myopic test-selection
algorithm proved to result in the most preferred sequence oftest variables.

We implemented the three test-selection algorithms described in Section 3. In our
experimental study we used an extended version of the original oesophageal cancer
network. Since our algorithms were designed to perform the selection of test variables
with respect to the various subgoals we elicited during the interviews, we decided to
extend the original oesophageal cancer network with these (sub)goal variables. As de-
scribed earlier, our new test-selection algorithms need extra information for their input
in addition to the probabilistic network under consideration. The extra information in
essence consists of three lists: a list of the subgoals for the test-selection process, a list
that describes for each subgoal which test variables provide information about that par-
ticular subgoal, and a list for each physical test that describes which test variables serve



to capture the results of that test. We provided the system with this extra information
obtained from the domain experts.

We ran experiments for eight patient cases that we had designed for our interviews
with the experts. These cases were carefully designed to ensure that the patients differed
as much as possible with respect to their characteristics and the tests that should be per-
formed. During the interviews we asked the experts to describe the test-selection pro-
cedure they would employ for these patients. We were interested in whether or not the
various algorithms would result in sequences of test variables that fit the test-selection
strategy employed by our experts;

We recall that algorithmA1 is fully myopic in nature, selecting the diagnostic tests
to be performed based upon the informative values of the separate variables: the ex-
pected value of the Gini index of the probability distribution over the subgoal after
performing a diagnostic test is computed for single test variables. After selecting the
most informative test variable, the user is prompted only for the result of this variable.
Algorithm A3 also performs the selection of tests at the level of the separate variables.
After selecting the most informative test variable, however, the user is prompted not
only for the result of this variable, but also for the resultsof all test variables for which
a result is obtained from the same physical test. In contrastwith the algorithmsA1 and
A3, algorithmA2 selects diagnostic tests at the level of physical tests: theexpected value
of the Gini index of the posterior probability distributionover the subgoal is computed
given all possible combinations of results for the various different test variables that are
clustered with respect to a single physical test. We would like to note that not all test
variables for which a physical test will yield a result, pertain to the same subgoal. For
computing the expected value of the Gini index after performing the test, we decided to
take only those test variables into account that pertain to the subgoal under study. Upon
prompting the user for the test’s results, however, the algorithm requests the results for
all variables concerned, also for those that belong to a different subgoal, since the test
has now been performed and its results are available.

For all eight patient cases, we ran the three different algorithms. We will now discuss
the results obtained for a particular patient and in doing sofocus on the subgoalM1
which was selected by all algorithms. AlgorithmA1 selected the variableCT-liver as
the most informative test variable with regard to the subgoal under study. The user
was prompted for its results. The valueCT-liver=nowas entered and was subsequently
propagated to establish the posterior distribution for thesubgoalM1 given the new
information. The stopping criterion for subgoalM1 nor the overall criterion were met.
The algorithm therefore proceeded. The now selected test variable wasCT-truncus.
The resultCT-truncus=nowas entered into the network and propagated. Again both
stopping criteria were not met yet. The next test variable selected by the algorithm was
Endosono-truncus. The resultEndosonotruncus=nowas entered into the network and
propagated. Again the stopping criterion was not met. Also the overall criterion was
not satisfied. The next test variable for which the user was prompted for a result, was
X-lungs. The resultX-lungs=yeswas entered into the network and propagated. Next,
the result of the CT-scan of the lungs was prompted for. The result CT-lungs=yeswas
entered into the network. After propagation, the stopping criterion was now satisfied
for the subgoalM1. The stopping criterion for the overall goalTherapywas met at this



Table 1. The sequence of tests selected for the three different algorithms.

A1 A2 A3

goal: M1 CT-liver CT-abdomen CT-liver; CT-abdomen
CT-truncus Endosonography Endosono-truncus;

Endosonography
Endosono-truncus X-thorax X-lungs; X-thorax

X-lungs CT-thorax CT-lungs; CT-thorax
CT-lungs

stage as well. The test-selection process was thus halted. The selection of test variables
is summarised in the first column of Table 1.

Algorithm A2 selected the following sequence of physical tests as the most informa-
tive before the stopping criterion was met: the CT scan of thepatient’s upper abdomen,
an endosonography, an X-ray of the patient’s thorax and a CT-scan of the thorax. After
propagating the information of the CT-scan of the thorax, the stopping criterion was
now satisfied for the subgoalM1. The stopping criterion was also met for the overall
goalTherapy. The test-selection process was thus halted. The selectionof test variables
is summarised in the second column of Table 1. We would like tonote that the sequence
of physical tests selected by algorithmA2 equals the sequence generated by algorithm
A1. However, algorithmA2 prompts the user for twice as many test results.

Algorithm A3 equally showed a similar behaviour. The algorithm again selected the
test variableCT-liver to be the most informative. Since the physical test with which a
value forCT-liver is found also yields a value forCT-truncus, the user was prompted
for the values of both variables. The test variableEndosono-truncuswas found to be
the next most informative test variable. All results for thevariables beloging to the test
Endosonographywere entered. The test variableX-lungswas found to be the next most
informative test variable. Next, the result of the test variableCT-lungsand the variables
belonging to the same physical testCT-thoraxwere prompted for. The stopping criterion
for the overall goalTherapywas also met. The test-selection process was then halted.
The selection of test variables is summarised in the right most column of Table 1. We
note that the sequence of physical tests selected by algorithm A3 equals the sequence
generated by algorithmsA1 andA2. AlgorithmsA2 andA3 prompted the user for equally
many test results.

We would like to note that all three algorithms resulted in rather similar sequences
of tests not just for the patient reviewed above, but also forthe other seven patient cases
with which we conducted our experiment. Our findings may be explained as follows.
When a single test variable is expected to result in the largest decrease of diagnostic un-
certainty, then it is likely that the test to which it pertains will be the most informative
test. To this end we recall that the most informative test is computed by using all combi-
nations of possible test results for the various different variables belonging to a physical
test. Now if, for instance, the variable that models the result of the CT-scan of the liver
is very informative, then the CT-scan of the abdomen is likely to be informative as well.
We would like to note that this property does not necessarilyhold in general. Examples
can be readily constructed for which the most informative test variable does not belong
to the most informative physical test. We note that the algorithmsA2 andA3 especially



showed the same behaviour in all patient cases. Since algorithmA2 is computationally
much more demanding than algorithmA3, we would like to recommend the use of the
semi-myopic test-selection algorithm.

To conclude, we presented the sequences of tests constructed by the algorithmsA1

andA3 for patient 2 as discussed above, to our domain experts. We asked the experts
which sequence of tests they felt most comfortable with. We also asked them whether
they would prefer to order more tests after the results of theCT-scan of the patient’s
lungs had become available, or would order fewer tests. The experts indicated that they
felt more comfortable with the sequence of test variables generated by the semi-myopic
algorithmA3. They indicated that the sequence generated by algorithmA1 appeared
unnatural, referring to for instance the CT-scan of the liver and the CT-scan of the
truncus coeliacus not being performed at the same time.

5 Conclusions

Most test-selection algorithms currently in use with probabilistic networks select vari-
ables myopically, that is, variables are selected sequentially, on a one-by-one basis,
based upon expected information gain. While myopic test selection is not realistic
for many medical applications, non-myopic test selection,in which information gain
would be computed for all combinations of variables, would be too demanding. We pre-
sented three new test-selection algorithms for probabilistic networks, which all employ
knowledge-based clusterings of variables; these are a myopic algorithm, a non-myopic
algorithm and a semi-myopic algorithm.

From our experiments with the oesophageal cancer network, we found that the three
algorithms behave comparably. The semi-myopic and non-myopic algorithms in fact re-
sulted in the same sequences of selected tests. Of these two algorithms, the semi-myopic
algorithm is to be preferred, since it is computationally much less demanding. We pre-
sented the sequences of test variables, and the moments at which the test-selection pro-
cess halted, as generated by the myopic and semi-myopic algorithms, to our domain
experts. The experts indicated that they felt more comfortable with the results of the
semi-myopic. With our test-selection algorithms, the experts are supported in working
far more patient specific, which is likely to induce a decrease in the amount of money
spent and an increase in the quality of their management.
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